
*The choice of the dose is subordinated to various factors and can be varied when necessary. All applications can be repeated in relation to the different crop needs. You can contact our
Technical Service for the correct application on specific soils and under specific climate conditions.*}

BULL N 30-0-0
STIMULATES A VIGOROUS PLANT DEVELOPMENT
The BULL LINE is a range of highly-soluble liquid fertilizers, made of products with particular formulations that have been studied to perform
in soils with very different pH levels. The BULL LINE includes both simple liquid fertilizers, in which there is only one macro-element to best
dose the nutritional inputs according to the crop requirements, and complex liquid fertilizers,  characterized by excellent stability and
extreme ease of use .
BULL N 30-0-0 is a fertilizer of the BULL LINE with a high nitrogen content, suitable in all those cases in which the plant has a slowed-down
functionality. Readily assimilated, it induces a ready and abundant vegetative growth on the plants. BULL N 30-0-0 is especially conceived
to ensure a gradual and constant nitrogen absorption by the plant, due to the simultaneous presence in the formulation of a suitable nitric
(7.5%), ammonia (7.5%) and ureic (15%) fraction. It thus meets the immediate and future crop requirements for this macro-element, whose
plastic function is of fundamental importance to ensure a harmonious vegetative plant development. In fact, nitrogen promotes the growth
of plant tissues, as it enters the composition of protein substances. Applications of BULL N 30-0-0 are essential in case of nitrogen
deficiency that is characterized by widespread yellowing, particularly in older leaves, reduction of the foliar apparatus, thin stems, small
flowers and leaves, long and branchy roots.
It is always advisable to use BULL N 30-0-0 in the early developmental stages and at vegetative restart, that is when the plant has to
sustain a high growth rate.
BULL N 30-0-0 can be suitably mixed with BULL K 3-0-30 and BULL P 0-54-0, both in foliar fertilization and fertigation,to obtain appropriate
nutritional ratios.

CROP TIME OF APPLICATION DOSE/HECTARE*

All crops Vegetative phase 25-30 kg

COMPOSITION

Total nitrogen (N) 30.00%

Nitric nitrogen (N) 7.50%

Ammoniacal nitrogen (N) 7.50%

Ureic nitrogen (N) 15.00%

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL FEATURES

LIQUID

pH (sol 1%) 6.85

Conductivity E.C. μS/cm (1‰) 855

Density (g/cm3)/Specific weight 1.32

METHOD OF USE

Fertigation

PACKAGING: 25 - 250 - 1300 KG


